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A large-eddy simulation (LES) of a compressible nozzle/jet configuration has been car-
ried out. A cold Mach 0.75 jet was simulated. The Reynolds number based on the jet velocity
at the nozzle exit plane and the nozzle diameter was 50 000. The Favre filtered Navier-Stokes
equations were solved using a finite volume method with a low dissipative third order up-
wind scheme for the convective fluxes, a second order centered difference approach for
the viscous fluxes and a three-stage second order Runge-Kutta time marching technique. A
compressible form of Smagorinsky’s sub-grid scale model was used for computation of the
sub-grid scale stresses. The calculations were performed using a block structured boundary
fitted mesh with approximately 3 000 000 cells. The calculations have been performed on a
parallel computer, using message-passing interface (MPI). Absorbing boundary conditions
based on characteristic variables were adopted for all free boundaries. Velocity components
specified at the entrainment boundaries were estimated from a corresponding Reynolds
Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) calculation. In order to diminish disturbances caused by
the outlet boundary a buffer layer was added at the domain outlet. Kirchhoff surface inte-
gration has been utilized to obtain far-field sound pressure levels in a number of observer
locations using instantaneous pressure from the LES. Aerodynamic results and predicted
sound pressure levels are both in good agreement with experiments. Experimental data
were provided by Laboratoire d’Etude Aeródynamiques, Poitiers.1–3

Nomenclature
��� coordinate vector� time� density� � velocity vector� energy	 pressure


temperature� speed of sound� �� stress tensor� �� sub-grid scale stress tensor� �� strain rate tensor� �� Kronecker delta�
filter width���������
Smagorinsky model coefficients���
Prandtl number� dynamic viscosity� �
specific heat at constant pressure!  nozzle outlet diameter" �$# Reynolds number based on
the jet diameter� axial velocity component% radial velocity component& tangential velocity component� time separation'
spatial separation(
integral length scale
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*
integral time scale+�,
potential core length�.- retarded time/ observer location0 Kirchoff surface location13242.26537
time averaged quantity13242.26598
circumferentially averaged quantity

Subscripts

: free stream or ambient conditions
j jet, nozzle exit condition
0 total condition
c center line

Superscripts

c convection
SGS sub-grid scale; Favre filtered quantity
< spatially filtered quantity

Introduction
Restrictions of noise levels in the surroundings

of airports have made reduction of near ground op-
eration noise an important issue for aircraft and
engine manufacturers. Noise generation has lately
become a serious concern early in the design pro-
cess. At take off the main sources of noise are the
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propelling jet and the engine fan. An EU project,
JEAN1, with focus to investigate jet noise both nu-
merically and experimentally and with a long term
aim to improve existing noise predicting tools, was
started in February 2001. The work to be presented
has been performed within this project.

Numerical methods based on computational fluid
dynamics (CFD) used for prediction of flow induced
sound are often referred to as computational aeroa-
coustics (CAA). Using a grid fine enough in the
far-field regions to not introduce sound propagation
errors, the sound pressure level can be obtained di-
rectly from the flow field simulation. This requires
a detailed numerical compressible flow simulation,
e.g. direct numerical simulation (DNS), see for ex-
ample Freund4 and Mitchell et al.,5 or large-eddy
simulation (LES), as done by for example Bogey et
al.6 and Mankbadi et al.7

To save computational time, a hybrid approach
may be used in which the computational problem is
divided into two parts. A LES or DNS can be used
to obtain the non-linear near-field, which in the jet
noise case corresponds to the hydrodynamic jet re-
gion. Sources of sound obtained from the flow sim-
ulation are then propagated to far-field observer
locations using either a solver based on the Lin-
earized Euler Equations (LEE), see Billson et al.,8
or an integral method such as Lighthill’s acous-
tic analogy, as done by Bogey et al.,9 or Kirchhoff
surface integration, see Freund et al.10 In DNS
all scales of the turbulent flow field are computed
accurately, which requires a mesh fine enough to
capture the smallest scales in the flow, whereas in
LES the large scales of the flow are resolved and
the influence on the large scales of the smaller,
not resolved scales, are modelled using a sub-grid
model. With the computational resources available
today, DNS is restricted to fairly simple geometries
and low Reynolds number flows. Moreover, it is be-
lieved, see Mankbadi,11 that large scales are more
efficient than smaller ones in generating sound,
which justifies the use of LES for sound predictions.

Another approach is to use a less computation-
ally expensive RANS calculation to obtain a time
averaged flow field. Information about length and
time scales in the time averaged flow field can then
be used to synthesize turbulence in the noise source
regions, see Billson.12 This method is promising
since simulations of high Reynolds number flows
are possible with reasonable computational efforts.
In contrast to a RANS calculation, where all turbu-
lent scales in the flow are modelled and only a time
averaged flow field is obtained, DNS or LES di-
rectly provides information about turbulent quan-
tities and sources of noise. To be able to improve
existing CFD routines for more reliable results one
needs to increase the understanding of noise source

1Jet Exhaust Aerodynamics and Noise, contract number
G4RD-CT2000-000313

mechanisms. Therefore, it is of great importance
to perform more detailed calculations such as DNS
or LES to get a more realistic picture of the flow
physics. This is the main object of the present work.

LES of a Mach 0.75 nozzle/jet configuration has
been performed. The Reynolds number based on
the nozzle exit diameter and the jet velocity at the
nozzle exit plane,

" � # , was 50 000. The Reynolds
number in the measurements1–3 is approximately
one million. Such a high Reynolds number prob-
ably means that the scales needed to be resolved
are too small. Thus the Reynolds number in our
LES was decreased with the assumption that the
flow is only weakly Reynolds number dependent.
An unheated jet was simulated, i.e. the static tem-
perature in the nozzle exit plane,


  , was equal to
the static temperature of the ambient air,


 � . The
time averaged flow field has been compared with
experimental data provided by Laboratoire d’Etude
Aeródynamiques, Poitiers.1 The nozzle used in the
simulation corresponds to the last contraction of
the nozzle configuration in the experimental setup.� �� � � 0.75
  � 
 � 1.0� � 101300 � ���	�

� � 1.2256 � 
�� ���� �
� � 340.174� � 0.0 � ���� �

 � 288 � � �

����

320.4 � � �
Table 1 Flow properties

Two-point space-time correlations have been ob-
tained for a few locations in the shear layer. From
these estimates of integral length and time scales
as well as eddy convection velocities have been
evaluated. Two point measurements in the shear
layer at ��� + ,

and ����� 2�� � + , by Jordan et al.2
have been used for comparison.

Evaluation of far-field sound pressure levels has
been performed using Kirchhoff surface integra-
tion. Predicted sound pressure levels have been
compared with experimental results.3

Governing equations
The equations solved are the spatially Favre fil-

tered continuity, momentum and energy equations,! �! �#" !%$ �'&� �)(! � � �*� (1)!%$ �'&� �+(! � " !'$ �%&� �,&� -(! �  � <
! 	! � � " ! � � ! �  " ! � � ! �  (2)!.$ �/&� � (! � " !#$ �/&� � &�  (! �  � <

! 	0&� ! �  "
" � � !! �  1�2 �

��� " � 7
��� 7�3 ! &
! � 54 " !! �  &� � $ � �� " � �  (

(3)
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where � �  and � �  are the Favre filtered viscous
stress tensor and sub-grid scale viscous stress ten-
sor respectively. These are here given by

� �� � �
2�� &� �� < �� &����� � �  3 (4)

� �  � � 7
2 � &� �� < �� &����� � �� 3 <

�� � 
 ���	� � �� (5)

where 
 �
�	� is the sub-grid scale kinetic energy
 �
�	� � � � ��� &���� &����
(6)

� 7 the sub-grid scale kinematic viscosity

� 7 � ��� � ����� &� �� &� �������� � (7)

and
&� �  is the Favre filtered strain rate tensor de-

fined by, &� �  ���� 2 ! &� �! �  " ! &� ! ��� 3 (8)

The filter-width used in equations 6 and 7 is the
local grid cell width, i.e.

� � $ � � � � � � ( ��� � .
The sub-grid scale viscous stress tensor defined

by equation 5 is a simplified version of the one used
by Erlebacher et al.13 since the Leonard term has
been neglected. The Smagorinsky model constants���

and
���

where proposed by Erlebacher et al.13 to
be � ��� � � 2 � ���� � � 2 ��� (9)

The system of governing equations, equations 1-
3, is closed by making assumptions concerning the
thermodynamics of the gas considered. It is as-
sumed that the gas is a thermally perfect gas, i.e.
it obeys the gas law.

	 � � " &

(10)

Furthermore, the gas is assumed to be calorically
perfect, which implies that internal energy and en-
thalpy are linear functions of temperature.

Kirchhoff Surface Integral
Formulation

Kirchhoff integration is a method to predict the
value of a property, � , governed by the wave equa-
tion in a point outside a surface enclosing all gen-
erating structures, Lyrintzis.14

� $ / � � (0� ������ � � �� � ! �!"! < �� ! �!"! " �� � � ! �!"! ! �! �$#&%('*) � $ 0 (
(11)� - denotes that the expression within brackets is to

be evaluated at retarded time, i.e. emission time.�.- is related to the observer evaluation time, � , as

�.- � � <
�
� � (12)
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Fig. 1 Kirchhoff surface and far-field observer lo-
cations. The lower set of observer points are lo-
cated on a +-,/.�0 radius circle, with origin at the
nozzle exit, and the upper points on a 1*,-. 0 radius
circle.

where
�

is the distance between a point on the sur-
face, 0 , and an observer location, / . � � is the speed
of sound in the far-field region. The variable, � , to
be evaluated, is in this case the surface pressure,

�
is the surface enclosing all sound generating struc-
tures and

!
denotes the direction normal to the

surface. The surface,
�

, must be placed in a re-
gion where the flow is completely governed by a
homogeneous linear wave equation with constant
coefficients, Freund et al.10 More details about the
Kirchhoff surface integration method, can be found
in e.g. Freund et al.10 and Lyrintzis.14

Since the hydrodynamic source region decays
slowly downstream it is not possible to use a sur-
face enclosing the entire source region without en-
tering this non-linear region. Therefore, it is com-
mon practice to use Kirchhoff surfaces not closed in
the upstream and downstream ends. It has been
shown by Freund et al.10 that the errors intro-
duced by using such surface are small if the main
part of sources of sound is within the axial extent of
the surface and if lines connecting observer points
with points in the hydrodynamic region, represent-
ing the main sources of sound, intersects with the
surface.

In this work a Kirchhoff surface closed in the up-
stream end and open in the downstream end have
been used, see figure1.

Numerical method
Numerical scheme

The governing equations are solved using a cell
centered finite volume method solver. A low dissi-
pative third order upwind scheme is used for dis-
cretization of the convective fluxes and a second
order central difference approach for the viscous
fluxes. Time marching is performed using a sec-
ond order three-stage Runge-Kutta technique. For
more details see Eriksson.15
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Computational domain

The computational domain consists of a bound-
ary fitted block structured mesh with 50 blocks and
a total of about 3000 000 cells, figures 2-4. The grid
cells are concentrated to the shear layer area. To
establish mesh homogeneity a combination of polar
and cartesian blocks, figure 4, has been used. The
grid cells are stretched in the downstream direction
and radially outwards the boundaries using cubic
Hermite grid point distribution. The last contrac-
tion of the JEAN project nozzle is included in the
calculation domain. The axial extent of the physi-
cal part of the domain is 2.5 meters, which is equal
to 50 nozzle diameters (

!  � � � �   �
). The ra-

dial extent is 10 nozzle diameters at the nozzle exit
plane and 20 diameters at the domain outlet, see
figure 5.

Fig. 2 A slice through the calculation domain
made at ��� , , i.e. a ��� -plane, is depicted. The pic-
ture shows the domain inlet including the nozzle
and the outer boundaries in the radial direction.
About half of the domain axial extent is shown in
the figure.

Fig. 3 A slice of the calculation domain in the noz-
zle region is shown. Cells are concentrated to the
shear layer area.

X Y

Z

Fig. 4 A slice through the calculation domain at
constant � , i.e. a ��� -plane, is depicted. Combin-
ing cartesian and polar grid blocks enhance the
radial direction grid homogeneity throughout the
domain.

Boundary conditions
At the inlet of the nozzle, the nozzle plenum,

total pressure and total enthalpy are specified. All
free boundaries, i.e. upstream and entrainment
boundaries are defined using absorbing boundary
conditions based on characteristics variables. At
the domain outlet static pressure is specified. In
figure 5 the main boundary condition locations are
depicted.

PSfrag replacements

nozzle

upstream

entrainment boundaries

centerline

physical domain
buffer layer

outlet

1/,/.�0 �-,-.�0
� ,-. 0 	 ,-. 0

Fig. 5 Computational setup. .�0
� 1/,�� ��� .
Defining proper boundary conditions is an issue

of great importance, especially in aeroacoustic ap-
plications since acoustic pressure fluctuations are
small and spurious waves generated at the bound-
aries might ruin the results. Definition of boundary
conditions for free shear flows are particularly dif-
ficult since there are, by definition, no bounding
surfaces. The difficulties of boundary definitions
for free shear flows have been discussed in several
publications, e.g. Bogey et al.,16 Colonius et al.17

and Mankbadi et al.7
At a finite distance downstream the jet, bound-
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ary conditions that mimic the jet behavior at in-
finity are to be specified. Energetic vorticity and
entropy waves traveling out of the domain reaching
the outlet boundary will, if not damped out, gener-
ate strong acoustic waves traveling back into the
domain. These acoustic reflections can be dimin-
ished by, in some way, decreasing the amplitude
of fluctuations of vorticity and entropy waves ap-
proaching the boundary. Inward traveling acoustic
waves may still be generated but will be weaker
than for a boundary where no special treatment of
the boundary region is utilized. Moreover, these
weaker acoustic waves are additionally damped
when traveling through the outlet region on their
way back into the calculation domain and hopefully
the waves are so weak when reaching the jet region
that they do not affect the results. Therefore, an
extra outlet zone has been added to the calculation
domain, figure 5, where a damping term defined by

� $�� < 1 � 5 ( (13)

has been added to the equation system. � is defined
by a constant � ����� and the axial location, � , in the
damping zone as

� � � ����� 2 � < � � � 
� ����� < � � �  3 � (14)

In equation 13,
�

represents the flow variables and
the time average of

�
is calculated as

1 � 5 ���

�
	 � � � � ��

�
	 � � � (15)

where subscript � denotes time step. The weighted
time average defined by equation 15 gives the re-
cent flow property values higher weight than older
values, but at the same time gives a good estimate
of the time averaged flow field. The fluctuations
of the flow field are damped in the boundary zone
by forcing the flow properties towards the time av-
eraged flow field. Furthermore, the cells in this
part of the calculation domain are more stretched
than cells in the physical part of the calculation
domain, which increases the numerical dissipa-
tion and thereby flow field fluctuations are further
damped. The boundary zone consists of roughly
500 000 cells, which is about 14% of the total cal-
culation domain, and has an axial extent of two
meters, see figure 5.

The entrainment boundaries proved to be rather
troublesome as well. The problem is to get enough
fluid entrainment into the domain. The effect of
not getting the entrained mass flow correct is that
a deficit of mass is compensated with inflow of fluid
from the domain outlet. This back flow results in a
recirculation zone surrounding the jet and prevents
it from spreading. Approximate values of the veloc-
ities specified at the entrainment boundaries were
obtained from RANS calculations18 with

� � ��� .

These RANS calculations have been performed us-
ing significantly larger calculation domain than in
the LES and therefore give reliable information on
the entrainment effect at the boundary of the LES
domain. Furthermore, these RANS calculations
have been have been extensively validated against
experimental data.1 The fact that the boundary
values at the entrainment boundaries have been
obtained from RANS results does, to a certain de-
gree, determine the time-averaged flow field. Since
this work is not an attempt to prove that Large
Eddy Simulation predicts the flow of a jet prop-
erly but rather to obtain a database of flow prop-
erties for jets and to get input for calculations of
the acoustic field this is no severe disadvantage.

Results
Profiles of statistic quantities shown in figures

below are obtained from flow field data that have
been averaged in both time and the azimuthal
direction to establish improved statistical conver-
gence. The profiles are made non-dimensional us-
ing the jet velocity at the nozzle exit,

�  , and the
nozzle outlet diameter,

!  .
The calculations were started up using an ini-

tial solution interpolated from RANS. The simu-
lation was running for about 100 000 time steps
before sampling were initiated. This corresponds to
0.025 seconds of simulated time using a time step
of 0.25 � � � � or roughly 3.5 acoustic through-flows,
i.e. the time required for an acoustic wave to travel
through the calculation domain, not including the
outlet buffer layer, based on the speed of sound at
ambient conditions. Sampling of statistic data was
then continued for another 20 acoustic through-
flows. Each acoustic through-flow corresponds to
roughly 32 hours of computer wall-time using 14
AMD � � �	�� processors of our Linux-cluster. The
time step is chosen such that the CFL2 number is
nowhere in the calculation domain larger than 0.5.

Time averaged profiles
In figure 6 the development of radial profiles of

axial velocity downstream the nozzle exit is de-
picted.

Comparison of profiles obtained from LES and
experiments are presented in figures 7-13. The ra-
dial profiles have been staggered corresponding to
axial position, i.e. � 2 � ,

�
2��

and
� 2 � jet diameters re-

spectively, to show downstream development. Fur-
thermore, it should be noted that, in order to ob-
tain similar scales for all the radial profile figures,
root-mean-square values and uv-correlations have
been multiplied by a factor 4 and 70 respectively.
Although the LES results are in good agreement
with experiments, there are some deviations. The
main discrepancy is that the LES fail to predict
the length of the jet potential core, figure 7, and

2Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy
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Fig. 6 Downstream development of radial profiles
of axial velocity.

thereby the location of maximum turbulent kinetic
energy, figure 9. It has been mentioned by DeBo-
nis et al.19 that this is generally not the case in
earlier studies of jets, rather the length of the po-
tential core is usually over predicted. Although the
location of the potential core closure is not accu-
rately predicted the decay of centerline axial veloc-
ity is. Moreover, it is seen from figure 8 that the
jet spreading is under-predicted. This is probably
an effect of the entrainment boundary conditions
used. Moreover, it has been mentioned by Morris et
al.20 that a change of the SGS model constants af-
fect the potential core length and the initial growth
of the jet. These sub-grid scale effects can, since the
grid used for the simulation is rather coarse, prob-
ably be diminished by grid refinement or by use of
a more sophisticated sub-grid scale model. Large
deviations from experimental data in root-mean-
square values of radial velocity near the centerline,
figure 11-12, might be due to low frequency flut-
ter of the potential core found in the experiments.1
Centerline profiles of root-mean-square profiles of
axial and radial velocity are shown in figure 9 and
figure 11 respectively.

Self-preservation

Radial profiles of axial velocity and second order
moments have been normalization by centerline ve-
locity and plotted versus non-dimensional radial
coordinate to investigate whether self-preservation
has been established or not. These profiles are ob-
tained using statistical flow field data averaged in
time and the azimuthal direction. The constant� � used to collapse the profiles is an imaginary
origin obtained from the least square fit of data
points in figure 14, i.e. the axial position for which�  � 1 � , 5 7 � � . In this case � � � � 2 ��� !  . As seen
from figure 14 a non-negligible deviation from the
linear relation occurs for centerline points located
between

� � !  and
� � !  downstream the nozzle

exit. This behavior is probably due to the bound-
ary conditions used. However, since this occurs
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0
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0.8

1

PSfrag replacements
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Fig. 7 Center line velocity: the solid line, ����� ,
corresponds to LES results and the circles, � � � , to
experimental data.1
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Fig. 8 Radial profiles of axial velocity at the axial
positions � � .�0 � ��� , , � � . 0 � 	�� 1 and � � .
	 � 1 � , :� � � corresponds to LES results and � � � to experi-
mental data.1 The profiles have been staggered
corresponding to their axial position.
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Fig. 9 Axial profile of � ��� � ����� : � � � corresponds to
LES results and � � � to experimental data.1
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Fig. 10 Radial profiles of � ��� � ������� at � � .�0 � ��� , ,
� � .�0�� 	 � 1 and � � .�0�� 1 � , : � � � corresponds to LES
results and � � � to experimental data.1 The profiles
have been staggered corresponding to their axial
position.
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Fig. 11 Axial profile of � ��� � � � � : � � � corresponds to
LES results and � � � to experimental data.1
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Fig. 12 Radial profiles of � ��� � ��� ��� at � � . 0 � ��� , ,
� � . 0 � 	 � 1 and � � . 0 � 1 � , : ����� LES and � � � to exper-
imental data.1 The profiles have been staggered
corresponding to their axial position.
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Fig. 13 Radial profiles of ��� � � � ����� at � � .�0 � ��� , ,
� � .�0�� 	 � 1 and � � .�0�� 1 � , : � � � corresponds to LES
and � � � to experimental data.1 The profiles have
been staggered corresponding to their axial posi-
tion.

far downstream, the effect on the flow field in the
potential core region is probably negligible. In fig-
ure 15 collapsed radial profiles of axial velocity are
shown. Five radial profiles equally spaced between� � !  and

��� !  have been used. The jet-spreading
rate can be estimated to be roughly 0.09 based on
the curve fitted to the LES data. In figures 16-19
normalized profiles of second order moments are
depicted. For these figures radial profiles in six
axial positions from

�
� !  to

��� !  downstream the
nozzle have been used. The distance between each
profile is, in this case, two jet diameters. As can
be seen from the figures 15-19 self-preservation of
axial velocity has been well established within 39
jet diameters downstream the nozzle whereas for
self-preservation of second order moments to be
obtained data would have to be extracted further
downstream. For example Hussein et al.21 found
that profiles of second and higher order moments
displayed self-similar behavior when evaluated at
axial positions more than

� � !  downstream the
imaginary origin. However, this would require a
larger computational domain to be used.

Two-point space-time correlations
Two-point space-time correlations have been ob-

tained for axial velocity in a few points in the shear
layer region downstream the nozzle exit. The time
series used is 0.0725 seconds long. Spatial separa-
tions,

'
, are, in this case, downstream in the axial

direction. The two-point space-time correlation of
axial velocity for a certain spatial separation,

'
, and

separation in time, � , is given by

"��	� $ / � ' � � ( � 1 � � $ / � � ( � � $ / " ' � � " � ( 5 7

 1 � � � $ / ( 5 7 
 1 � � � $ / " ' ( 5 7 (16)

where � � denotes fluctuation of axial velocity and /
is the position in the flow field where the two-point
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Fig. 14 Predicted center line velocity. The solid
line corresponds to a curve fit to the LES data.
The � -value for which the line intersects with the
� -axis, ��� , is used to collapse the radial profiles in
figures 15-19.
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Fig. 15 Radial profiles of axial velocity normal-
ized by centerline mean velocity. The solid line
corresponds to a curve fit to the LES data. The pro-
files are labeled as follows: ��� � � ��� .�0 , ��� � � 	 �-.�0 ,�	� � � 	
� . 0 , ��� ��� + � . 0 and �� � � + � . 0 .
correlation is evaluated.

In figures 20-22 two-point correlations in points
located on the nozzle lip-line

�
2��

,
� 2 � and � � 2 � noz-

zle diameters downstream the nozzle exit are pre-
sented. Each figure contains the autocorrelation of
axial velocity fluctuations, i.e. no spatial separa-
tion, and 30 two-point space-time correlations ob-
tained with increased spatial separation. The spa-
tial separation is increased by � 2 � !  for each corre-
lation curve. The integral of the envelope built up
of the cross-correlation curves corresponds to the
Lagrangian time scale in the current position in the
flow. Comparing the figures 20-22, the amplitude
for a given spatial separation,

'
, increases as mov-

ing downstream the jet, which indicates that the
turbulence becomes more and more frozen in char-
acter, i.e. the turbulence length scale increases, as
the jet develops. Comparison has been made with
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Fig. 16 Radial profiles of ��� � � � � ��� normalized by
centerline mean velocity. Radial profiles at six
axial locations are represented. The profiles are
labeled as follows: � � � � 	�� . 0 , � � � � + � . 0 ,� � � � +-+/.�0 , � � � � + 1*.�0 , �  � � +��*.�0 and finally��� � � + � .�0 .
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Fig. 17 Radial profiles of ��� � � � ��� � normalized by
centerline mean velocity. For legend see figure 16.
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Fig. 18 Radial profiles of ��� � � � � ��� normalized by
centerline mean velocity. For legend see figure 16.
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Fig. 19 Radial profiles of ��� � ��� � ��� normalized by
centerline mean velocity. For legend see figure 16.
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Fig. 20 Two-point space-time correlation of ax-
ial velocity at a location, � , in the shear layer� � , � 1/. 0� � � 	 � 1/. 0 . Each curve corresponds to
a two-point space-time correlation obtained using
a certain spatial separation, � . Starting with no
separation in space, i.e. the autocorrelation, the
spatial separation is increased by , � � . 0 per curve.

two-point measurements2 performed in the shear
layer at � � + ,

, where
+ ,

denotes the length of
the potential core. Here the potential core length
is defined as the axial location where the centerline
mean velocity equals � 2 � � �  . For the LES this gives+ , � � 2 � � � � !  . In figure 23 correlation peak loca-
tions of the cross-correlations obtained from LES
data are compared with those from the two-point
measurements. In figure 24 the spatial correlations
of axial velocity in three locations are shown.

Turbulence length and time scale
Length and time scales of turbulence quantities

have been obtained using the two-point space-time
correlations presented in previous section. Esti-
mates of convection velocity of turbulence struc-
tures have been obtained for a number of axial loca-
tions in the shear layer. The separation in time be-
tween the peak of the autocorrelation curve and the
peak of the first cross-correlation curve has been
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Fig. 21 Two-point space-time correlation of ax-
ial velocity at a location, � , in the shear layer� � , � 1/. 0  � � 1 � ,-. 0 . See also legend in figure 20.
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Fig. 22 Two-point space-time correlation of ax-
ial velocity at a location, � , in the shear layer� � , � 1/.�0� � � � , � ,-. 0 . See also legend in figure 20.

used. This time delay corresponds to a spatial sep-
aration of � 2 � !  as mentioned previously, and thus
gives an estimate of the convection velocity. A more
correct way would be not to use the time separation
for the peak but rather the time for which the cross-
correlation envelope is a tangent to the correlation
curve.22 However, the result would not differ much,
and predicted convection velocities for a few axial
locations are presented in table 2. In the middle
column the convection velocities have been normal-
ized by the jet velocity,

�  , and in the right column
by the local mean velocity. As shown in table 2
the eddy convection velocity is everywhere higher
than the local mean velocity. This might be a non-
intuitive result but is a phenomenon observed in
experiments22 and is due to skewness of the veloc-
ity distribution. In shear layer locations close to the
high velocity potential core the convection velocity
is likely to be larger than the local mean velocity
and in the outer parts of the shear layer lower.22

Local integral length and time-scales are esti-
mated by integration of corresponding autocorrela-
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Fig. 23 Contours of ������	 �  ���
� obtained in the
shear layer, � � , � 1/. 0 , at the end of the potential
core, � ����� � 1 � 1/.�0 . The contours corresponds to
LES data, � � � corresponds to the correlation peaks
of these cross-correlations and � � � to the peaks
of the cross-correlations of the measured velocity
data.2
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Fig. 24 Two-point space correlation of axial ve-
locity at three different locations, � , in the shear
layer: � � � � corresponds to a location � � 	 � 1*. 0
downstream the nozzle exit, � ��� � to � � 1 � ,-. 0 and� � � � to � � � ,/.�0 . All points are located at � � , � 1*. 0 .
tion and spatial correlation, respectively. The first
crossing of the coordinate axis is used as the upper
limit for the integration. Axial development of inte-
gral length and time scales are presented in figures
25 and 26 respectively.

Far-field sound pressure levels
Comparisons of predicted far-field sound pres-

sure levels (SPL) and experimental data3 are
shown in figures 27 and 28. The time series of
far-field pressure fluctuations used for the evalu-
ation contains about 15 000 samples and is roughly� 2 � ��� � � � long. The observer points in figure 27 are
located on a

� � !  radius arc and in figure 28 on
a
� � !  radius arc. The observer locations in rela-

tion to the Kirchhoff surface used and the nozzle
are shown in figure 1. The sound pressure level is

� � !  � , � �  � , � 1 � 5 7
2.50 0.65 1.09
3.00 0.71 1.19
3.50 0.71 1.21
4.00 0.71 1.23
4.50 0.71 1.24
5.00 0.65 1.15
5.50 0.65 1.16
6.00 0.60 1.09
6.50 0.65 1.20
7.00 0.71 1.31
7.50 0.65 1.22
8.00 0.65 1.24
8.50 0.60 1.16
9.00 0.65 1.28
9.50 0.60 1.22
10.00 0.56 1.16

Table 2 Convection velocity of turbulence struc-
tures in the shear layer, � � , � 1/.�0 .
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Fig. 25 Axial development of integral length scale
in the shear layer, i.e. � � , � 1/.�0 . � � � denotes
experiments.2

here defined as

� � + � � ����� � � � ���� 1 $ 	 � ( � 5 7
	 - ��!

"#
(17)

where

	 - ��! � 
 � � � � � �%$ � � � � � � � $'& � ���	�
(18)

Sound pressure levels obtained using all spectral
information available are often referred to as over-
all sound pressure levels (OASPL). Time history
of pressure in the observer locations has been ob-
tained numerically using instantaneous flow data
from the LES in combination with Kirchhoff sur-
face integration. As can be seen in the figures,
predicted levels agree very well with experimental
data. The predicted levels are not as good for an-
gles below

� �)( and higher than � � �)( as for those in
between. This is especially noticeable for the lower
arc. In this case the fact that the observer locations
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Fig. 29 Power spectrum of far-field pressure fluctuations versus Strouhal number, �����
	 . 0 ��� 0 . The
dashed line, � � � � corresponds to data obtained using Kirchhoff integration and the solid line corre-
sponds to experimental data by Jordan et al.3 Observer locations on a +/,-. 0 radius and 1/,-.�0 radius circle
are shown in figure (a) and figure (b), respectively. In figure (a), four observer locations are represented.
Starting in a location 20 degrees from the � -axis the angle is increased by an increment of 40 degrees
per spectrum. In figure (b) the first spectra from below is obtained for an observer location 60 degrees
from the � -axis, i.e. it should be compared with the second spectra from below in figure (a). Note that the
spectra have been staggered and the scale on the � -axis therefore is repeated.
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Fig. 26 Axial development of integral time scale
in the shear layer, i.e. � � , � 1*. 0 . For legend see
figure 25.

are very close to the Kirchhoff surface might effect
the levels obtained. In figure 29 power spectrum
of predicted pressure fluctuations in a couple of ob-
server locations are compared with corresponding
spectra obtained in the experiments.3 For low and
high angles the predicted levels are in good agree-
ment with the experimental data up to at least
Strouhal number

� � � � 2�� , see figure 29(a). For
the intermediate angles on the other hand, the pre-
dicted amplitude decreases rapidly above

� � � � .
This is due to that the grid is not fine enough to
support high frequency acoustic waves in the radial
direction. Assuming that it is sufficient to have four
cells per wavelength to be able to capture a propa-
gating wave of a certain frequency, the cells in the
area where the Kirchhoff surface is located would
support propagating waves of Strouhal numbers up
to
� �� � 2 � .
In figures 30-31, autocorrelations of far-field

pressure fluctuations are shown. Each figure con-
tains autocorrelation curves for observer points at
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Fig. 27 Far-field Sound Pressure Levels in micro-
phone locations +-,-. 0 from the nozzle exit: � � � �
corresponds to measured3 sound pressure levels
and the dashed lines, � � � � to 3dB measurement
uncertainty. � � � denotes calculated sound pres-
sure levels using Kirchhoff surface integration.
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Fig. 28 Far-field Sound Pressure Levels in micro-
phone locations 1/,/.�0 from the nozzle exit. See also
legend in figure 27.

four different angles from the � -axis. The auto-
correlation of pressure fluctuations in an observer
location, / , is calculated as

" � � $ / � � ( � 1 	 � $ / � � ( 	 � $ / � � " � ( 5 71 	 � � $ / ( 5 7 (19)

The correlations in figure 30 are obtained at a
� � ! 

radius and those in figure 31 at
� � !  . The time

separation, � , to the first minimum is significantly
shorter for the autocorrelation curve obtained in
the observer location 140 degrees from the � -axis,
which indicates that more energy is radiated at
higher frequencies at high angles.
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Fig. 30 Autocorrelation of far-field pressure fluc-
tuations for observer locations, � , on a +-,-. 0 radius
circle. The solid line denotes a location 50 degrees
from the � -axis, the dashed line, � � � � , 80 degrees,� � � � 110 degrees and � ��� � 140 degrees.
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Fig. 31 Autocorrelation of far-field pressure fluc-
tuations for observer locations, � , on a 1/,-. 0 radius
circle. For legend see figure 30.

Computational resources
The computations have been performed partly on

a Sun-cluster using 14 SunBlade 750 MHz proces-
sors and partly on a Linux-cluster using 14 AMD� � � �� processors. MPI3 routines have been imple-
mented for communication between the processors.

Concluding remarks
An LES of a compressible Mach 0.75 nozzle/jet

configuration has been performed. The Reynolds
number based on jet velocity and nozzle diameter
was 50 000. Profiles of time and azimuthally av-
eraged flow properties have been compared with
experimental results.1 Although some deviations
occur, the results are in good agreement with exper-

3Message Passing Interface
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iments. The good results are probably attributed to
the cartesian mesh used and the fact that a noz-
zle geometry has been included in the calculation
domain. Using a cartesian mesh makes it possi-
ble to ensure that cells in the outer regions of the
calculation domain are not too large and prevent
cells from being clustered in the centerline region.
The jet spreading and the potential core length are
not predicted correctly. This might be due to use of
too coarse grid in the nozzle outlet region, i.e. too
coarse for the sub-grid scale model used. Further-
more, the entrainment velocities specified at the
free boundaries probably affects the jet spreading.

Two-point space-time correlations have been ob-
tained in a number of locations in the shear layer
along the nozzle lip-line. Correlation curves ob-
tained at � � + ,

were in good agreement with
experiments.2 Cross-correlations in the shear layer
were used to obtain estimates of integral length
scales, integral time scales and eddy convection ve-
locities.

Sound pressure levels in the far-field have been
evaluated using a hybrid approach. Kirchhoff sur-
face integration was utilized for propagation of
sound to far-field locations. Instantaneous pres-
sure on the Kirchhoff surface was obtained from the
LES. Sound pressure levels obtained are in excel-
lent agreement with experimental results.3 How-
ever, although the results were in good agreement
with experiments regarding sound pressure levels,
the grid resolution was inadequate to be able to re-
solve acoustic waves of Strouhal numbers higher
than

� �  � 2 � . It is worth mentioning that these
good results have been obtained although a less
accurate numerical scheme than recommended for
aeroacoustic applications have been used.
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